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Abstract 
We develop a method of second order for the continuous approximation of the solution of a two-point 
boundary value problem involving a fourth-order differential equation via mixed spline functions consisting of 
a polynomial part of degree three and a trigonometric part. It will be shown that the angular frequency k of the 
trigonometric part can be used to raise the order of accuracy of the obtained scheme. Two numerical examples 
are given to sustain our autonomous parametric spline method and to compare it with a quintic polynomial 
spline method of second order. 
Keywords: Mixed spline approximations; Fourth-order boundary value problems 
1. Introduction 
We consider smooth approximations of the solution of the following fourth-order linear ordinary 
differential equation: 
yt4) + f(x)y = g(x), a < x < b, (1.1) 
subject to the boundary conditions 
y(a) - Al = 0 = y(b) - A*, y’(u) - B, = 0 = y’(b) - B2, (1.2) 
whereby the functions f(x) and g(x) are continuous on [a, b] and whereby Ai, Bj, i = 1,2, are finite 
real arbitrary constants. Problems of this type arise in plate deflection theory. 
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Usmani [6] has formulated a simple condition that guarantees the uniqueness of the solution of 
problem ( 1 .l ) , ( 1.2). This sufficient condition is given by 
inf f(x) > - 
&x(6 (b 22y 
whereby u = 500.5639. . . . Since for arbitrary choices of f(x) and g(x) the analytical solution 
of ( 1 .l ) , ( 1.2)) which we denote by y(x) , cannot be determined, numerical methods have to be 
applied to obtain an approximation of y(x) . An 0( h3/*) method based on finite-difference schemes 
has been developed in [ 11. Usmani [ 61 has established and analyzed finite-difference schemes of 
order two, four and six. The performance of these methods was compared with that of a modified 
shooting technique employing a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, as described in [ 41. 
Other methods developed by Usmani resort to splines. In [7] quintic and sixtic spline functions 
have been used to establish smooth approximations of y(x) . This approach has the advantage that 
it provides approximations not only for y(x), but also for yci) (x), i = 1, . . . ,4, at every point 
xE [a,b]. 
The aim of this paper is to construct a new spline method that is based on a nonpolynomial spline 
space. Indeed, since { 1, x, . . . , x”‘, sin kx, cos kx} generates an extended complete Chebyshev space 
[3,5] on [a, b] (provided that 0 < k( b - a) < ?r), it is possible to construct spline approximations 
that have a polynomial and a trigonometric part. The spline functions we propose in this paper have 
the form 
asinkx+bcoskx+cx3+dx2+ex+f. 
It will be shown that Usmani’s method based on quintic splines is a special case (k = 0) of our 
approach. Furthermore, it will also be shown that the parameter k can be used to raise the order of 
accuracy of the method. In the next section, we start with the derivation of our method. 
2. Derivation of the method 
For N 3 3, we define a grid of N + 2 equally spaced points 
xi = a + ih, i= )...) 0 N+ 1, 
whereby 
h= b-u 
N+ 1’ 
(2.1) 
Let Zi be an approximation to yi s y(xi), obtained by the segment Pi(x) of the mixed spline function 
passing through the points (xi, Zi) and ( xi+l, Zi+r ) . Each segment Pi(X) has the form 
Pi(X) = Ui sin k(x - Xi) + bi cos k(x - xi) + Ci(x - xi)3 
+di(X-Xi)*+ei(X-xi) +fi, i=O,...,N. (2.2) 
To obtain the necessary conditions for the 6( N + 1) coefficients introduced in (2.2), we do not 
only require that Z’i( x) satisfies ( 1 .l ) at Xi and Xi+1 and that the boundary conditions ( 1.2) are 
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fulfilled, but also that the values of the slope, second and third derivatives be the same for the pair 
of segments that join at each point (xi, Zi) . Notice that the requirement that Pi(x) satisfies ( 1 .l ) at 
xi and xi+l implies the continuity of the fourth derivative at the knot points. 
First of all, we develop expressions for the coefficients of (2.2) in terms of Zi, Zi+l, Di, Di+l, ,C$ 
and Si+r whereby 
Pi(Xj) = Zj, P:(Xj) = Dj, P:4’(Xj) = Sj, Xj E {Xi,Xi+l}* 
Using the six equations 
Pi(Xi) = zi, pi(xi+l) = zi+l 7 P,‘(Xi) = Di, 
p,‘(xi+l> = Di+l, Pi(4) (Xi) = Siy pi(4)(Xi+l) = Si+l, 
one obtains via algebraic manipulation the following expressions: 
h4(LSi+r - SiCOS8) h4Si 
Ui = 
e4sin8 ’ 
bi = - 
84 ’ 
ci = - 2(zii-l - zi> + Di+l + Di + 2h(Si+1 - Si) h(Si+l -Si)(I $COS8) 
h3 h* 84 - @sine ’ 
d, = 3(zi+l - zi> Di+l + 2Di 3h*(Si+l - Si) 
I 
h= - h - 84 
+ h*[&+r(2+ cos8) - Si(2cos6’+ l)] 
es sin e 
3 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
e, = D, _ h3(Si+l - siCOS8) 
I I 
f33sin8 ’ 
f=&$ 
whereby 8 := kh. 
The condition that the values of the second derivative of the two segments that join at (Xi, Zi) be 
the same, i.e., P/L, (Xi) = P,“(Xi) 9 gives, using (2.2) and (2.4), 
Di+l + 4Di + Di-1 = 
3Czi+l - S-1) 3h3(Si+l - Si_1) 
h - 84 
+ h3(Si+l - Si_1)(2 + costi) 
es sin 13 
. (2.5) 
Similarly, using the condition that the values of the third derivative of the two segments that join 
at (xi, Zi) be the same, i.e., P/t1 (Xi) = Z’y’(Xi), gives 
D, 
1+1 
_ D,_ = 2(Zi+r - 2Zi + Zi-1) + h3(Si+r - 2SicosO + Si-1) 
, 1 
h 68 sin 8 
2h3(Si+l - 2Si + Si-1) + h3(Si+r-22si+Si-r)(l +cos8) - 
84 83 sin 8 
(2.6) 
To obtain a recursion relation from which it will be possible to calculate the approximation Zi, 
we have to eliminate the unknown Dj values appearing in (2.5) and (2.6). Therefore, we use the 
continuity of the second and third derivative at the points x = Xi-1 and x = Xi+l, in other words we 
use (2.5) and (2.6) whereby i is replaced by i - 1, respectively i + 1. These four relations together 
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with (2.5) and (2.6) are then used to eliminate Dj, j = i - 2, . . . , 
calculation package MACSYMA [ 81, we obtained 
i + 2. With the help of the symbolic 
Zi-2 - 4Zi_1 + 62, - 4Zi+1 + Zi+z 
= h4 { tsi-2 + si+2) [ -& + g+&j + b 1 
+ (si-1 + &+I> 
[ 
2(1 +cosB) case-2 4 
e3sine - 38sinB 
-- 
84 1 +s, _2(1+2c0se) 4c0se - i 
I 
[ e3sin8 - 38sin8 
+$ , II i=2,...,N- 1, (2.7) 
whereby 
sj=-fizi+gi, i=o )...) N+l, 
with fi = f( xi) and gi G g(xi) . 
(2.8) 
The local truncation error ti associated with (2.7) can be derived using Taylor series expansion. 
One obtains 
&6 L_ 2(i-cose) I 82 83 sin e 1 ( k2yi4) + yy’) 
& + 
4(1- c0se) 2(4 - cos 0) 
e5sine - 683sin8 1 $6’ 
+ &(64~‘*‘(5,) - ~‘~‘(52)) 
2 4 -~-- 9esin8 384 1 Y’*‘(rll) 
+ 7 
whereby xi-j < [j < Xi+j and Xi-j < Tj < Xi+j, j = 19 2. 
In the limit for k going to 0, (2.7) reduces to 17, (2.7) 1, i.e., 
(2.9) 
zi-2 - 4Zi_1 + 62, - 4Zi+1 + z~+Z 
(2.10) 
and the truncation error can be written as 
ti = -$h6y,‘@ + h*{&y’*‘(&) - &y’*‘&)}, (2.11) 
whereby Xi-j < [j < Xi+j, j = 1,2. Eq. (2.7) gives N - 2 linear algebraic equations in the unknowns 
Zi, i = 1,. . . , N, since Z, and Z,,, are known from the boundary conditions. The two missing 
equations, one at each end of the range of integration, can be derived as follows. 
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We write (2.5) and (2.6) for i = 1,2 and eliminate in these four relations the values Di, i = 1, . . . ,3, 
resulting in 
e3sinB - 68sinf3 1 
4c0se-7 9 
2e3sine - 128 sin8 
(2.12) 
The truncation error associated with (2.12) is given by 
t1=h6 [ -- 3 
482 
3(;e;s;;“,“)] (k2yi4’ + yl’“‘) 
3 2+c0se 1-c0se 3 
- + 1 (5) - -- 2082 85 sin8 383 sine 86 Yl
+ &(267~‘~‘(&) - 51~‘~‘(62)) 
+ k2h8 
ii-2c0se 3 3 
1 
(6) 
@sin8 - 1283sine $3-3 Y1- 
(2.13) 
whereby x0 < 5, < x3, x0 c t2 c x2, x0 c q1 c x1, x1 c v2 .C x2 and x1 < q3 < x3. 
In the limit for k going to 0, (2.12) reduces to [7, (2.8)] : 
-+& + 96 - ;& + 23 = 3hDo + $jh4( 19& + lO8& + 51s~ + 2s3). (2.14) 
The local truncation error corresponding to (2.14) is given by 
t1 = -ib$YY' +h7{&Y(7)(51) - $y'7Q2)}, (2.15) 
whereby x0 < & < x3 and x0 < t2 < x3. 
Due to the symmetry of the boundary conditions ( 1.2), the second equation, needed at the other 
end of the integration interval, can be derived by rewriting (2.12) backwards from x~+~. Its truncation 
error tN can be derived from (2.13) by replacing x1 by xN and h by -h, respectively. In the limit 
for k going to 0, this end formula reduces to [ 7, (2.9) 1, which can be derived by rewriting (2.14) 
backwards from xN+l. 
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Once a value for k, or equivalently a value for 8, has been chosen (this will be discussed in Section 
4)) the system determined by (2.12), (2.7)) i = 2, . . . , N - 1, and the end formula makes it possible 
to determine &, i = 1, . . . , N. In turn, the knowledge of Zi enables us to compute Si from (2.8) for 
i = 0, . ..,Nf 1. 
From subtracting (2.6) from (2.5) and solving the resulting identity for Di it follows that 
Di = -~Di_l + 
Zj+l + 42, - 5Zi_1 h3(Si+l - 2SiCOS8 + Si-1) 
4h - 248 sin 8 
h3( Si+l + 4Si - 5Si_1) - 
484 
+ h3[Si+l -J’i-l +2(1 +cose)(Si-Si_~)I 
4e3 sin e , 
i= l,...,N, (2.16) 
with Do = B1 and DNfl = B2 being known from the boundary conditions. 
Having computed Zi, Di, Si, i = 0, . . . , N + 1, it is possible to evaluate the coefficients of the spline 
function (2.2) as given by (2.4). Also, since y,” M Py(Xi), i = 0,. . .,A’, and yg+r M P:(xN+i), 
i = 0,. . ., N, it follows that 
-bik2 + 2di, i = 0,. . ., N, 
y('x - I 6(Zv+, - 6~) h2 + XWV+~+DN) h + 6h2&+, -%v) 84 (2.17) 
I h2&+, 2h2[SN+,(1+2cosf?) -S,(~+COS~)] -~- 82 83 sin 8 9 i=N+l. 
Similarly, from y(” x P/“( xi), i = 0, . . . , N, and yy+, M P$‘( xN+, ) , one obtains 
-aik3 + 6ci, i=O,...,N, 
12(-&+1 - &J) + 6(D N+I + Qv) h( SN+l c0s 8 - S,) 
h3 h2 - esine 
+ 12h(G+i - SN) 6h(&+r - sN)(l +c0se) 
84 - 83 sin e 7 
(2.18) 
i=iV+1. 
3. Convergence of the method 
Let Y = (vi), Z = (Zi), C = (ci), T = (ti) and E = (ei) with ei = yi- Zi be N-dimensional CO~UIIUI 
vectors. With these notations we can write the system determined by (2.12)) (2.7)) i = 2, . . . , iV - 1, 
and the end formula as follows: 
(A + h4BF)Z = C, (A + h4BF)E = i? (3.1) 
The explicit form of the matrices A, B and the vector C are given in the Appendix and F = diag( fi) . 
It is known [ 61 that A is a monotone matrix and that, if A-’ = (at), 
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N 
IM-‘II = lFzjNCa; < &w+ u4 1+ 
8 
\. j=l 1 (N+1)3 * 
It can be shown [ 2,6] that for any system of the form (3.1)) 
IlEll = lb-’ II IlTll lyFN’ei’ ’ 1 - /#[IA-‘)/ jlBl[ llF[l’ 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
provided that 
~411A-111 Pll IlFll < 1. (3.4) 
Since the elements of B can be defined for 6 = 0 (all formulae reduce to Usmani’s formulae) in 
order to be considered as continuous functions of 8, it is clear that I/B/J exists and is finite. On the 
other hand, from the explicit form of the truncation errors, it follows that T can be written as 
T=h6(To+hT,), (3.5) 
(3.6) 
and whereby the components of T, are bounded functions of which the explicit form is of no relevance 
for the further discussion. Defining 
one obtains 
GIlTo + hT, 11 
lIEI ’ It2 [ 1 - GjlBllfM ’ 1 (3.7) 
with _f~ = maxl(j@ If(xi) 1, provided that 
fM ’ IIBIJ(b - a> ;,“,“_ a>3 + 8h3] * 
It is thus proved that we have established a second-order convergent method, irrespective of the 
value chosen for k (or 0). In the next section we will illustrate our method by two boundary value 
problems of type ( 1 .l), ( 1.2). Also, we will discuss the question which value to attribute to k in 
order to obtain the optimal performance of our method. 
4. Numerical illustrations 
As a first example, we consider the following problem: 
y’4’+xy=-(8+7x+x3)eX, (4.1) 
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Y(O) =O=y(l), y'(0) - 1 =O=y’(l) +e, 
for which the exact solution is given by 
y(x) = x( 1 - x)e’. 
The second problem which will be examined is 
Y (4) - xy =-(11+9x+x*-x3)eX, 
Y(-1) =O=y(l), y/(-l) - 2 =O=y’(l) +2e. 
e 
The analytical solution of this problem is given by 
y(x) = (1 - x2)eX. 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
Both problems have also been studied by Usmani [7] with his quintic spline method. In order to 
apply our modified method, we need to determine a value for k, which is still a free parameter. In the 
case there are certain indications about the frequency of the solution, one can attribute to k this fixed 
frequency. On the other hand, if no such indication exists, we can use the parameter k in another way 
to raise the accuracy. Indeed, due to the fact that the leading term in truncation error ti, i = 1, . . . , N, 
is of the form 
h6 [k2y!4' + yi'@] ,
we will attribute to k in the ith equation the value ki given by 
k; = yi@’ (4.5) 
Notice that (4.5) allows k: to be negative. This simply means that in all expressions k has to be 
replaced by ik whereby i* = -1 or simply that the trigonometric functions have to be replaced by 
their hyperbolic equivalents and whereby some signs have to be changed. 
To compute kf via (4.5) we need approximations for yi(@ and Y!~‘. This can be accomplished by 
differentiating the differential equation ( 1 .l ) . We can thus write thai ky is determined by the equation 
k; = - f:Yi + 2f,!Yi + fiYy - gi 
fiYi - $2 . 
Now, we are still confronted with the problem of finding approximations for Yi, yj and yy. However, 
this problem can be solved by first applying Usmani’s quintic spline method (i.e., the method based 
on (2.14), (2.10), i = 2 ,..., N - 1, and the end formula obtained by rewriting (2.14) backwards 
from xNfl ) . Indeed, by applying Usmani’s method based on quintic splines, one not only obtains 
approximations for the solution, but also for its derivatives. 
From (2.16)) one obtains in the limit for k going to 0 
Di = -~Di_l + 
Zi+l + 42, - 5Zi_1 
4h 
-~h3(Si+l+14Si+5Si_l), iz ,...,~, 
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with Do = B, and DNfl = B2, and from (2.4) and (2.17) one obtains that 
W&+1 - zi> 2(oi+l + 2oi) 
h= - h 
+ &h2(2Si+l + 3Si)9 i = 0, . . . , N, 
y(’ M 
~(Gv+I - Z,) N+I + Rv) - 
h= 
+ 2(2D 
h 
+ $,h=(Wv+1 + 2&I, i=N+l. 
All computations were carried out in QUAD (16-byte reals) arithmetic on a Siemens 7570CX 
computer. The numerical results are summarised in Tables l-3. 
In Table 1, we have listed the absolute errors for problem (4.1) , (4.2) corresponding to Usmani’s 
method based on quintic splines (i.e., k = 0) and our modified k-dependent method. As can be 
seen from Table 1, the application of the k-dependent method after the k-independent one seriously 
improves the results, not only for the solution, but also for its derivatives. 
Our modified method gives a considerable gain compared to Usmani’s method, not only for the 
solution, but also for its derivatives. 
From (3.7) it is known that Usmani’s method is of second order. Indeed, halving the step size h 
causes the maximum absolute error to be divided by four. Due to our choice for the value of k, it 
follows from (3.7) that we have constructed a third-order convergent method. However, halving the 
grid size h, causes the maximum absolute error to be divided by sixteen. This fact is also illustrated 
in Table 2, which shows the results for the same two methods applied to problem (4.3), (4.4). This 
apparently fourth-order convergence can be explained by the fact that all truncation errors, with our 
choice for the value of k, become of eighth order, except for tl and tN which become of seventh 
order. However, the influence of these two seventh-order errors is small since they are connected to 
points which are situated near the boundaries, where the exact solution is known. This can be seen 
from Table 3, where the absolute errors ei = yi - zi are shown for the two methods applied to problem 
Table 1 
Observed maximum errors in absolute value in y,“‘, s = 0,. ,5, for problem (4.1), (4.2) obtained by Usmani’s quintic 
spline method and our modified method 
h 
2-2 
2-3 
2-4 
2-5 
2-6 
2-7 
h 
2-2 
2-3 
2-4 
2+ 
2-h 
2-7 
e=o 
Yi YI YI yy yp y/5) 
0.689. 1O-3 0.209. 1O-2 0.260.10-’ 0.174. 100 0.344. 1o-3 0.115 . lo--* 
0.172. 1O-3 0.522 10-3 0.638. 1O-2 0.437 10-l 0.976. 1O-4 0.393. 1o-3 
0.429. 1O-4 0.138 10-3 0.159~10-~ 0.109~10--’ 0.244.10-4 o.981.10-4 
0.107. 1o-4 0.344. 1o-4 0.396. 1O-3 0.274. 1O-2 0.609. lo-’ 0.248. 1O-4 
0.268. lo-’ 0.861. 1o-5 0.991. 1o-4 0.684. 1O-3 0.153. 1o-5 0.622. 1O-5 
0.671 . 1O-6 0.215. lo-’ 0.248. 1O-4 0.171. 1o-3 0.381 . 1O-6 0.156. 1O-5 
$ = -yj@/yi(4) 
Yi Yi’ Yi’ 
,I, 
Yi yi’4’ y/5’ 
0.472. 1O-5 0.215. 1O-4 0.226. 1O-3 0.225. lo-’ 0.236. 1O-5 0.904. 1o-5 
0.333. 1o-6 o.lo3~10-5 0.135. 1o-4 0.146. 1O-3 0.178. 1O-6 0.585. 1O-6 
0.215. 1O-7 0.666. 1o-7 0.765. 1O-6 0.942. lo-’ 0.119 .10-7 0.461. lo-’ 
0.136 . lo-’ 0.425. lo-* 0.446. 1O-7 0.600. 1O-6 0.759.10-g 0.303. lo@ 
0.851 ’ lo-” 0.268. lo-’ 0.283. lo-’ 0.379. 10-7 0.477. lo-‘0 0.191~10-9 
0.533. lo-” 0.167. lo-” 0.180. 1O-9 0.238. lo-’ 0.299. IO-” 0.120. lo-‘0 
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Table 2 
Observed maximum errors in absolute value in $‘, s = 0 , . . . ,5, for problem (4.3), (4.4) obtained by Usmani’s quintic 
spline method and our modified method 
h 
2-l 
2-2 
2-3 
2-4 
2-s 
2-6 
kf’=o 
Yi Yi’ Yi’ ,,,, y/4’ yp 
0.291 . 10-l 0.444.10-’ 0.320. 10’ 0.119 . lo+’ 0.946. lo-* 0.291.10-’ 
0.716. 1O-2 0.112.10-’ 0.776.10-’ 0.303 . 100 0.232. 1O-2 0.716. 1O-2 
0.179. 1o-2 0.302. 1O-2 0.192.10-’ 0.759.10-’ 0.579.10-j 0.178 * 1o-2 
0.450.10-3 0.753.10-3 0.480. lo-* 0.190~10-* 0.145. 1o-3 0.451.10-3 
0.112.10-3 0.188. 1o-3 0.120 * 10-2 0.475 .10-2 0.363. 1O-4 0.113 . 10-3 
0.281 . 1o-4 0.471 . 1o-4 0.300. 1o-3 0.119 .10-2 0.909.10-s 0.282. 1O-4 
h kf = -yi(@/y,(4’ 
Yi Yi’ Yf yy yi'4' $5) 
2-l 0.812. 1o-3 0.153. 1o-2 0.766. 1O-2 0.368.10-l 0.270. 1O-3 0.812. 1o-3 
2-2 0.578. 1o-4 0.874. 1o-4 0.495.10-3 0.271 . 1O-2 0.164. 1O-4 0.578. 1O-4 
2-3 0.376. 1O-5 0.587. 1o-5 0.315. 1o-4 0.183. 1o-3 0.109.10-5 0.376. 1O-5 
2-4 0.237. 1O-6 0.373. 1o-6 0.205. 1O-5 0.119. 1o-4 0.705.10-7 0.237. 1O-6 
2-5 0.149.10-7 0.235. lo-’ 0.131.10-6 0.757. 1o-6 0.443.10-s 0.149. lo-’ 
2-6 0.931 1o-9 0.147 10-s 0.826. lo-* 0.478. lo-’ 0.278. 1o-g 0.931 . 1o-g 
(4.3), (4.4) with h = i. In the last column, we have also listed the k; values for our modified 
method. 
We also want to stress the fact that the derivatives of order greater than four can be computed by 
differentiating the differential equation ( 1 .l), just as we did for the computation of A$. 
yc5) can be approximated by 
y!"' = -f;yi-fiy;+g;, i=o ,..., zV+1, 
For instance, 
where in the previous formula yi and y; are modified spline approximations. Finally, the approxi- 
mations of y(x) and its successive derivatives at points other than grid points can be effected by 
evaluating or differentiating our mixed splines. We also remark that an h-extrapolation technique can 
be used to further raise the accuracy. 
Table 3 
Observed errors ei = yi - Zi for problem (4.3), (4.4) with h = a for Usmani’s method based on quintic splines and our 
method; in the last column, we have also listed the value of # 
Xi G=o g = - yi'6' /yi(4’ 
yi - Zi yi - Zi e 
-0.75 0.113 * 10-2 -0.116. 1O-4 -0.370~10’ 
-0.50 0.353 + 1o-2 -0.328. 1O-4 -0.321 . 10’ 
-0.25 0.588. 1O-2 -0.509. 1o-4 -0.288. 10’ 
0.00 0.716. lo-’ -0.578. 1o-4 -0.264.10’ 
0.25 0.675. 1O-2 -0.505. 1o-4 -0.245 . 10’ 
0.50 0.465. 1O-2 -0.315.10-4 -0.231.10’ 
0.75 0.171 .10-2 -0.952. 1O-5 -0.220.10’ 
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Appendix 
In Section 2, we introduced a modified spline method for approximating the solution of the two- 
point boundary value problem ( 1.1)) ( 1.2). The main recurrence relation of our method can be 
written in the form 
(A + h4BF)Z = C, 
whereby Z and F are defined as in Section 3. Below, we give the explicit form of the matrices A 
and B and the vector C. 
The nonzero elements of the matrix A = (Q) are given by 
aI,1 = aN,N = 9, al,2 = aN,N-I = -z, ak,k = 6, k=2,...,N-1, 
ak,kfl = -4, k=2 ,..., N-l, 2 ,..., N-l, ak,kf2 = 1, k=l,..., N-2, 3 ,..., N. 
The nonzero elements of the matrix B = (&) are given by 
bl.1 = bN,N = - 
5cose+4 7cose - 1 
f33sin0 - 68sinO 
4cose+5 
h,2 = biv,N--I = 2e3 sine - 
4c0se -7 
12esine 
bk,k = 4c0se+2 4c0se - 1 - 
e3sine - 3esine +-g, 
b 
2(1+ cos8) case-2 4 
k,kfl = - -- 
83 sine 38 sine 84’ 
9 
--, 
284 
k=2,...,N- 1, 
k=2 ,..., N-l, 2 ,..., N-l, 
b 
1 
k,kf2 p+ = - 83 sin 0 A+-$ k=l,..., N-2, 3 ,..., N. 
Finally, the components of the vector C = (ci) are given by 
ci = 3kBi + :A1 + h4 k bi,jgj + h4(-Aifo + go) [ 
6cosB +5 
j=l 
283 sin e 
7 11 
+ -- 
128sine 1 284 ’
~2 = -Al + h4 ‘& &,jgj + h4(-Alfo + go) [-& + L t 31 3 , 11 
j=l 
60 sin e 
ki2 
ck = h4 C bk,jgj, k = 3,. . . , N - 2, 
j=k-2 
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CN = -3hB2 + :A2 + h4 5 bN,N_jgN-j 
j=O 
+ h4b‘bfN+~ + gN+l) 
6cosB+5 + 7 11 
-- 
203 284 1 .sin B 120 sin 0 
The above expressions are valid under the assumption that N > 3. If N = 3 however, the expressions 
for cl and c3 remain valid, but c2 is given by 
C2 = -Al - A2 + h4 2 b2,jgj + h4( -Al j’o + go - A2f4 + g4) 1 -- 83 sin t9 + i=l 
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